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PE Structure and Classroom Management
I believe that your classroom management is only as successful as you are at reaching
the hearts of your students. You must be a hero within your school. Whoever has a child’s
heart has their ears and significantly influences the direction of their lives. In this presentation
teachers will learn a fun way to start the school year off, key ways to allow students to succeed
in listening, how to handle transitions, and how to set up your class for maximum activity time.
We will also touch base on how you can get parents to support what you are doing outside of
the classroom.
How I use Pedometers to help track effort and Use of Technology
We will talk about why I choose to try using pedometers as well as how I got a class set.
How this has really stepped up the internal motivation of my classes and how families are now
enjoying this together. We will discuss how effort is graded in schools and how I think that effort
can be seen a little better using information from a source such as a pedometer or heart rate
monitor. We will also cover at least 5 ways that you can very easily and effectively use an IPAD
as a PE teacher to serve your school and community.
Teaching games students love and using them in multiple units and increasing exercise
In many of the PE classes I have it is our goal and almost always met that within an 55
minutes you can achieve 5000 steps. How do you take your typical and non-typical games and
use them in multiple units so that teaching time is minimized and activity time is maximized. As
a teacher it is your job to plan well and teach less so that your classes game time is as long as
possible. You must find ways to take your scope and sequence and incorporate skills into your
games, remember you are not a students traveling sport coach, but are their physical education
teacher. Teachers will see anywhere between 3 and 7 games that they can immediately
implement into their curriculum and see students truly enjoy high level of activity while still being
successful.

